On Marcli l 1, 1974, the Southern California Rapid Transit District(SCRTD)engaged
Artlltir D. Little, Inc.,(ADL)to make a community impact study of a proposed rapid transit
progranl. The assfgnnlent was to develop a series of position papers which would be essentially
non-evaluative: not to attempt an assignment of dollar values to specific impacts which were
essentiaiiy non-economic, but rattier to identify key impacts on transportation users and to
quantify or describe these impacts i~l meaningful terms for the average citizen.
Six separate impact statements presented in Chapter III cover the areas of development
policy; travel time, convenience, ar~d opportunity; access to work opportunities; traffic congestion and ease of auto travel; private automobile operating costs; and economic activity.
It is expected that these statements will be used as a basis for the SCRTD Public Information
Program which will address the concept of rapid transit for Los Angeles and the effect of the
specific rapid transit proposals. The Public Inforniation Program will focus on critical transitrelated issues: individual mobility of residents and access to opportunity, viability of the
Los Angeles economy, balance in transportation facilities, quality of the regional environment (e.g., air quality, community identity, activity centers, and livability), and the Los.
Angeles rife-style.
The specific impacts described in this report are based on the program described in the
March ''6, 1974 report,"A Public Transportation Improvement Program." Service 1eve1
assumptions, route alignment, and modal mix described in that report, wlticli is essentially a
summary of the PlTase Ill consultant findings, comprise the assumptioiTS behind our impact
statements. Much of the current data used was obtained from the recent SCAG reports and
some of the data are based on primary research conducted by ADL during the past eight weeks.
Among the significant findings and conclusions of our work- are the follrnving:
Automobile-related
•

The average automobile driver in Los Angeles who switched to public
transit for his daily work commute would save, on a conservative
estimate basis, ~ 1,100 per year.

•

Those drivers who commute 30-40 miles per day (round trip)
could save more than S 1,500 per year.

~

A one-car family could save up to S 1,900 per year by choosing-mass
rapid transit instead of buying a second car.

•

Parking in downtown Los Angeles leas risen to a cost of Uetween
S_'.75 and S4 per eight-hour day.
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•

In terms of family expenditures and income, tfie average Los Angeles
household is spending approximately twice as muds per year on
a~rtomobiles as on clottling.

•

The average cost of highway construction built since 1938 is
$3.3 million per li~lear mile. The most expensive link in the 485-mile
Los. Angeles freeway system is the proposed Beverly. Hills Freeway
which would cost $80 million per mile. The estimated cost of a
fixed guide rail rapid transit system for Los Angeles is $30 million
per mile..

•

The average annual operating cost for automobiles ire Los Angeles
County is $1,400.

Dc'nelo~~irae~t t-related
•

The so-called "centers" policy which has been adopted by both
the City and County of Los Angeles and by the Southern California
Association of Governments(SLAG)is to a large extent supported
by the planned SCRTD program. The program appears to provide
the catalyst for the revitalization of older centers, the high capacity
for people movement into and out of the centers, and the accessi~ility deemed appropriate in the SLAG report for the specialized
centers.

•

The proposed rapid transit system is likely to encourage clustering
of multi-family and medium- to high-density residential developinert around station locations.

~

By increasing higher-density residential development in the central
Los Angeles area, the system would increase the number of residents living within a reasonable distance of employment opportune-.
ties which are found in the central area.

•

One of the greatest potential contributions of the rapid transit_
program to land use and development policy would be the
acceleration of recycling of older, unstable urban areas in and
near the regional core and near older urban centers such as
Pasadena, Long Beach, Compton, Santa Monica, and El Monte.

•

In station tocafions where the greatest patronage is expected there
would be significant incentives for investment in new residential,
commercial, and office development.
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•

The rapid transit system should serve to reduce the pressure for
new development in the fringe areas, and promote the SLAG
plan to preserve open space.

Related to Trarel Conreniefice
•

The most significant benefits of the transit program would accrue
to those who, by choice or necessity, now use the existing transit
system. 1he most dramatic effects of the transit system would
be the reduced travel times by public transit.

•

For many potential travelers, a rapid transit system would offer
substantial cost and time savings over travel by automobile.

•

The automobile will continue to be the primary source of mobility
in Los Angeles. Bait for some, the availability of rapid transit
would prechide the need for a seco~~d or a third car.

•

For many, the rapid transit system will offer the ability to go
»yore dista}it places i11 the same amount of time — rather than
reduce travel time — by bringing within the same tine-distance
greater opportunities far work, shopping, recreation, and
entertain~~~ent.

•

The effect of the rapid transit system wil} be similar to the past
effects of the freeway system in ~,os Angeles: it will increase
accessibility within the area. For those who prefer to live close
to their place of work and near activity centers; the system will
make it possible to get there faster and more conveniently.

Related to Access to Opportiutiti~ acid Co~rintertirtg
•

Various employment impacts would result from mass rapid
transit in Los Angeles. Some communities would have improved
access to job opportunities; others, because of lack of job skills
compatible with job opportunities, would benefit only by direct
employment with SCRTD at facilities located in the community.

•

Twenty-two percent of the South Central community now uses
public transportation for job-related commuting. Two percent
of the Van Nuys community relies on public transit.

•

The majority (5~'7~) of the work trips generated by residents in
the South Central area are made within that area.
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~

Seventeen percent ot~ the households in Los Angrles C'c~unty have
have o;~e automobile. Contrary to genrral
impressions, ~ltt0 21V~11I~I)llltY ltl LOS Al1~CIE',S 1S IIOt f11UCI1 I11gI1CC

I70 ~lUtOillO~llC; 31`/

t}l~lll 1C1 Ot~lf;f 111CtiOpO~lt111 aiCaS atl(~ IS ~OWCr t11at1 I11 SeVC1'~1~.

Rclutecl to flreu (iYOW/~l 1)1

LOS ~I ilgC'les

Cutt~rty

•

With improved access To the CBD provided by the proE~oseci transit
system, finance, insurance, real estate, and relatccl professional
and business service sectors of the economy probably will continue
to concentrate in the major centers of activity. Thus, a growth rate
higher than the anticipated rate of 5/̀. in the CBD is likely.

•

Increased retail activity is likely to occur in the CBD resulting from
both place of employment in these areas and the improved access
for shoppers that will be provided by the transit system.

•

In terms of residential location and redistrib~ition, it is a~lticipated
that conversion to higher densities will ocair near the corridors of
the transit system, resulting in population growth in tl~cse areas in
excess of that anticipated by the first round o#~ population forecasts.
This growth may be at the expense of residential development in
outlying areas.

•

From a regional standpoint, the development of a rapid transit
system will not reduce the overall trip activity as meas~ired in
passenger-miles. The proposed line-haul transit system will
improve access between centers of development, and therefore a
dramatic increase in movement between and among centers will
probably dictate that no decreases will occur in overall regional trips.

Related to Traffic Congestion and Ease of Autornvbile Trurel
•

The proposed rapid transit system with both fixed guide and feeder
systems can directly affect the sources of congestion in Los Angeles:
first, by making it possible to move to, within, and gut of high
activity centers by a mode which requires far less space than the
automobile for the volume of travel desired to be served; anti
second, by providing an alternative, more space-saving means of
movement among non-core areas which reduces the amount of
traffic that must pass through core areas to specific destinations.

•

To the extent that people choose to travel by mass rapid transit
in a highly traveled corridor or to an activity center, congestion on
the freeways and on the street can be reduced out of proportion
to the number of persons diverted to transit.
4
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•

Rapid transit has a potential capacity to carry 40,000 people per
hour from one place to another on the equivalent of less than one
lane on the freeway; to achieve the same capacity far auto travel
would require almost 2Q lanes of freeway.

•

The greatest effects of rapid transit on reducing traffic congestion
will occur where rapid transit is provided on separate rights-of-way
from automobile traffic.

•

By 1990, the number of daily person-trips made in the region is
expected to increase by 18 million to 45 million (an increase of 657)
while the population will increase by 2.7 million, according to the
latest forecasts. Although a greater proportion of total traffic will
occur outside of Los Angeles County in the more rapidly developing
areas, the population of the urbanized areas of Los Angeles County
will account for an increase of 5 million daily trips(a 309 increase
over today's level). Many of those trips will have destinations
requiring passage through the regional core, due to the structure of
the freeway system and of the region.

•

The primary impacts of the diversion of trips from automobile to
mass rapid transit will be felt on the freeways connecting large
residential areas and major employment centers and within the
high activity centers of southern Los Angeles County, especially
downtown Las Angeles, the Wilshire corridor, Commerce, and Long
Beach central business districts —areas which are c~~rrently the
most congested in the region and which are served by the most
congested freeways.

•

?he reduction of traffic on the now crowded freeways wilt probably
cause a substantial diversion of traffic from arterial streets parallel
to the freeway, easing local traffic congestion, and improving local
circulation.

•

The rapid transit system will have two major effects: it will
provide an alternative mode of transportation to the automobile,
and it will increase the total capacity of the transportation system
to handle the increased travel demands from the existing population
and new growth in the area.
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THE SCRTD POSITION CONCERNING COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
AND RAPID TRANSIT FOR LOS Af~GELES

A.

INTRODUCTION

It has become common in the past few years to attempt to perform cost-benefit or
cost-effectiveness analyses for major governmental programs, pro3ects, and investments. To
date, the results of those analyses whici~ .have been performed have been unsatisfactory,
both from a technical point of view and in terms of meaningful advice either to policy
makers or to the general public. The Secretary of the U.S. Department of Transportation
has given an indication to the Southern California Rapid Transit District that he desires to
see such an analysis performed for the district's proposed rapid transit program before committing federal grants in support of that program. The purpose of this chapter is to
describe briefly the nature of and expected results from cost-benefit analysis as it is generally applied and the reasons why such an analysis is unlikely to yield useful results for
consumption either by policy makers or the public. Suggestions will also be made for types
of analysis which would be more productive.

B.

THE ~OST-BENEFtT ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK

Cost-benefit analysis is conceptually quite simple: its purpose is to measure all of the
benefits and all of the costs associated witl; a particular program or project and to determine
on tl~e basis of such measurement whether or not the benefits would exceed the costs. So
stated, there is little doubt that such an approach to the evaluation of programs, policies. and
projects is desirable. Since virtually all decisio~is made by public policy makers imply a sense
of what the benefits and the costs of a particular decision will be, it would be useful if those
benefits and costs would be made more precise.
Despite the rather siriiple conceptual foundation and the apparent desirability of performing cost-benefit analysis, the results of such analyses cast considerable doubt upon the
reliability of results which can be obtained. There are also.. serious doubts as to the a}~plicability of a qua~ltitative approach where the expected benefits acid costs are either intangible
or susceptible to varying evaluations according to the individual's perceptions as to what are
costs and what are benefits. The difficulties and defects of cost-benefit analysis can be
grouped, somewhat artificially but usefully, into technical ~roblerns and policy. problems.
Although the two classes of problems are related, it is useftil to distinguish between the
technical difficulties associated wiih carrying out cost-benefit analysis and the policy problems
inherently associated with a method of analysis which attempts to quantify and e~~compass
different kinds of impacts.

[~
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Technical Problems Associated with Cost-Benefit Analysis
A host of technical difficulties confronts the analyst in attempting to perform a costbenefit study for a rapid transit program or any other complex program having potentially
widespread benefits and significant implications for the welfare of citizens within an area.
These prob}ems may be grouped into: problems of definition, problems of measurement,
~~roblems of valuation, problems of tracing, and proUlems of uncertainty.
a.

Problems of Definition

Perhaps the most ne~tected problem confronting cost-benefit analysis is the problem of
cirfining what is a benefit and what is a cost. Although not recognized as a serious problem
in early cost-benefit analysis, it is becoming increasingly evident that the mere classification
of im}parts into costs and benefits implies value judgments which affect the results of the
analysis alld its acceptability. In theory this problem can be avoided if the analysis focuses
on measuring The changes in well-being for every individual affected by a proposed project
(assumi~lg that problems of valuation can be overcome). However, as a practical matter it
has ~~roved impossible either to identify every individual affected by a project, to identify
the nature of the impacts oil t1im; to identify his preferences as a means of classifying the
rliange in leis well-being, or to devise an acceptable means for aggregating individuals into
~~roups in oreler to make roiicitisions about overall social benefits or costs.
Since this is the rase, a practical approach requires assumptions as to t}ie perceptions of
a rrlevant po~~ulation regarding what are benefits and what are costs. While in some cases
these assumptions may have general validity, in others the assumptions predetermine the
nature of the conclusions. For instance, almost everyone would agree that a reduction in loss
ot~ line is a benefit. On more controversial subjects involved in rapid transit planning there is
1~ar Icss a~~reemriit. For instance, what assumption is to Ue made at~out the effects of rapid
tr~rnsit on land use patterns? If'rapicl transit increases densities of development in one area, is
that a benefit or a cost? If ra~~icl transit expands the total area of settlement within a region

by making it E~ossible for ho~zseholds to locate farther from their place of work or have a
evicier rhoirr of residential anct job locations, is that a benefit or a cost? More obviously, if a
ra~~iel transit program is expected to increase economic growth anti population growth within
a m~ion, is that a benrfit or a cost, and from whose point of view?
In all of tl~e at~ove cases, elefining an expected impact as a benefit or a cost requires an
assumption rrgarding the perceptions anti desires of a relevant population, which in turn
requires a detii~ition of the relevant E~opuiation. For those in Los Angeles Co~uity or the
Souther~i California Association of Gover~unents ISCAG) region who are opposed to any
a~lclitional gra~vth in thr ama or in the region, any ~~rogram which may hive surll an impact
proelures a cost equivalent to thr growth incll~red. For those wlio desire growth, such an
impart wou}d he a benefit of the ~~roject. And, if one varies the population deemed to be
rrlrvant, the answers may change. Residents of the Los Angeles area may decide that
growth itselt~ should he classified as a cost because of a perception t1~at growt)j itself
pro~iucrs morn costs than bcnrf`its; oil tlir otlirr hand, residents cif t}ie region, of Sant
Barbara ('ounty, of the state, or of~ thr Uilitecl States may feel t~a~t 3nini»uz~tion of
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growth in that area will cause adverse effects in other areas and therefore consider growth
within the area to Ue beneficial. Since federal, state, and local dollars and decisions are
usually involved in a transportation program, the attitudes of populations outside the area
directly affected cannot be ignored as irrelevant and the question of benefit definition is
further clouded.
This is also true on the cost side. Virtually all cost-benefit studies performed for local
or regional projects ignore project costs fiinded from nonlocal sources, such as federal grants.
The rationale for doing so is that the relevant decision population is local and that these
costs do not fall on the decision population except very indirectly through federal taxation.
A more important reason for failing to include such costs is the practical inability to determine
the benefits and costs of a local program for the entire country. Therefore, federal decisions
as to available financing must Ue accepted as representative of a decision already made by
policy makers at the federal level as to the benefit-cost ratio for a certain type of investment.
Given that this assumption is required, the rationale for performing acost-benefit analysis
for a local project in order to justify the federal grant is completely undercut.
In addition, local decision makers simply do not have the assigned responsibility or
ability to make judgrr~ents as to the Uenefits to be obtained for the nation as a whole.
Tlie results of a benefit-cost analysis must necessarily be fairly artificial for purposes of
consumption by federal officials if performed to produce results ill the least bit useful for
local officials. This technical problem thus translates into a policy difficulty inherent in costbenefit analysis to be discussed later, involving the question of the respective roles of government in making decisions regarding allocation of resources.
U.

Problems of Measurement

Measuring benefits and costs and translating them into dollar values has constantly
plagued cost-benefit analysis. Generally, it is assumed that costs are fairly well defined and
that benefits present the measurement problem. Although measurement of benefits has
certai~lly -been the major problem, in actuality, the same problem exists for costs, if all relevant
costs are properly included. Tliey rarely are, for the same reasons that not all benefits are
included and measured: namely, that t11ey can barely Ue identified, much less measured.
The first step in measurement is identification of the benefit or cost, on the assumption
that agreement leas been reached on what is a benefit ai~ci what is a cost..Identifying benefits
implicitly requires identifying beneficiaries. Thus, conventional cost-benefit analysis for
transit programs (or highway programs) typically classifies benefits into traveler or user
be~lefits and secondary benefits, such as benefits to the unemployed, to businesses, to
property owners. It is more rare to see an attempt to identify the nonbeneficiaries, or the
losers. For instance, a transit improvement program may reasonably be expected to increase
transit patronage and thereby reduce potential automobile sales. As a result, on the cost side,
one s}iould look at the impacts on automobile dealers and.salesmen. This is never done, for
the simple reason that those wlio would lose the sales cannot really be identified and even if
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ilie~~ could it ~~'011~(j U~ VIiTl131I}' llll~)OJJIbl~ YO ICI~Illlty the costs associated with such losses
and ~1_°_`_1"~°~Ite t~7~111 111 11l}' I]1~:1111I1Qf11~ ~t~ay. 'Most of them are potential or opportunity
costs, rather tliai~ actual costs.
Similarl}~, in~pacis ors those ~vlio ma}~ be benefited are difficult. if ~~ot impassible. to
identify and measure.. Some ~~-ha li~~e near a proposed transit station and own property may
be expected to realize enhanced property ~~alues. On t}ie other hand, those who live il~ Tl~e
same area Uut do plot o~ti~n propert}~ ma~~ be forced ot~t by increasing rents. l~ieasuriii~ these
impacts caF~ lTe considered ilifeasible for any "system' because of uncertainties reaardin~ the
overall effect of the s}~stet~l on property value shifts and impacts on any particular ii~dividuaI
or ~ro~tps of indi~•idtials.
Even more coi~~~entioFial problems addressed Uy cost-benefit studies are not capable of
acceptable resolutions. For those wlio tine it. ~ rapid transit system will offer time-sa~•inas
in making trips ~vliich are- now made vy another mode or wiU male it possibte to reach mare
distant destinations in the sai~ie .amount of time. Generally cost-benefit analysis assumes
that the user population ~vilI take advantage o~ the time-sa~~ings and then prQCeeds to place a
~-aliie oil the tii~le-savings and cumulate t11e values for the entire suer poptilatiot~ affected.
~n ilie more sophisticated ana}}~ses, the ~tonuser poptilation ~vliich miJit be~~efit from shifts
from cijrrently congested modes is also identified. However. the potential time-savings can

onl~~ be accurately measti~red if }t is asslirr~ed that the user ~ti~i11 continue to make the sa~~e
grip in order to shorten his travel time. He may wel} make a differenF choice, such as to
travel farther. If he does so, the time-savings measurement becomes irrelevant and tI~ere is
another impact to measure. the benefit to hirrr of being able to trayei xarther.
E~~ei} more cllalleit~ its are the attempts to measure nonquanti~able aspects of convei~ience associated with transit: the ability to use tli.e time on the train or vus for reading.
for si~lrtseei2t~. for uninternipted conversation, for completing a task: or the comfort which
ma}' be offered b}' the ride: or fear associated with particular rt~odes. such as si~E~way~s; the
degree to ~~Iric~i trips can be made without prior planning because of the presence or absence
of a reliaUIe mode of travel: or the numUer of accidents avoided or lives saved.
'~1ore importantly. all transportation systems, and particular transit, have widespread
effects on the qualitative .aspects of life in an urban area and ort the service environment.
Since transportation is arl essential sen•ice. there is no concei~~able situation in which it
would be completely done ~i~ittiout. Each system and each component of it have widely
I'311°111° impacts on economic productivity of an entire region, individual productivity.
access to opportunities for education, cultural enrichment, and recreation, and on the shape
of the urban environment. While these impacts can generally be identified and classified.
and while tlieory~ and experience offer a basis for estimattnQ the probable nature or direction
of the impacts of a particular program. neither theory nor methodology is available to
measure these impacts with any degree of reliability.
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Generally, the approach of cost-benefit analysis is to attempt to make aggregate measure-

ments of changes caused by a program or project, with some changes aabeled as benefits anti
some aabeled as costs. One method is to take various impact components, such as effects on
time-savings by transit users, savings in parking constr«ction costs by businesses, and reduced
unemployment compensation costs, and to aggregate all of these "benefits" to arrive at an

aggregate effect of the project. The imE~licit assumption in this procedure is that there is a
base from whic(~ impacts are {dentified and measurements are based, and the base is almost
~dways the sCatus qua
Sometimes, acid this is true of die evaluative procedure followed by SCRTD consultants,
an attempt is made to identify effects not in terms of the status quo but in terms of thr.
alternative situation likely to exist at a future time produced by some. other program or set
of programs assumed to be followed. While this increases the sophistication of the analysis,
it does not change the fact that effects are identified anti must be measured against some
situation assumed to exist. Tlus approach is usually called the."with-without" approach.
It attempts to isolate and measure impacts produced by a project by identifying probable
conditions without the project and with the project. Tlae difficulty with ttlis approach, also
commonly used in environi~iental impact assessment, is that it is very difficult to say what
conditions might exist, particularly in the future, or what alternatives might exist; or it
relegates the analyst to tl~e use of the stah~s quo as the only known. It is particularly
difficult, even in after-tl~e-fact analysis, to determine the degree to which certain impacts,
such as a downtown office building Uoom;resulted from a transit program or from other
factors and the degree to wiiicli t~iey can Ue accounted for by one or another cause. At
present, this type of analysis is being performed on the Bay Area Rapid Transit System and
it is apparently almost as difficult to measure the impacts of a transit program after it has
gone into o}~eratiotl as it is to predict what those impacts will be.
Predictive impact analysis and cost-t~enefit analysis are obviously even more difficult
since, if measurement of-known occurrence is difficult, measurerrient of unknown effects
is all -the more so.
c.

Problems of Valuation

Closely related to problems of definition and measurement in cost-benefit analysis is
the proUlem of valuation. The cost-benefit framework itself calls for a comrr►on denominator
of value to be attached to every effect which can be identified and measured. The intended
result is to be able to compare all effects and to arrive at a net answer or a measurable ratio,
expressed in dollars. The aim is comparable to quantification of all effects.
It is obvious to all analysts today that, however worthwhile the effort to improve upon
methods of measurement and valuation, we can expect little progress in reducing different
kil~ds of benefits acid costs to quantified values. Aesthetic, social, and-many environmental
impacts cannot successfully be converted into dollar amounts because there are no markets
which estaUlish their dollar value to either an individual or to a community. As a result all
analyses produce results only for some of the benefits and some of the costs of a project,
10
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leaving the remainder to be judged qualitatively. Since the nonquantitiable benefits ma}' be
ttie most significant and are almost always the most contro~ ersiat. t}iis means iliat Flee anal}~sis
cannot deal adequately with the cent~at issues. Due to the greater ~~alue t}~pically attached to
quantification. the anatysis also has the misleading effect of attac}tina greater importance to
those benefits and those costs which can be quantified. The effect is that no conclusio~~ can
tie drawn about ~~et benef7ts or ~reF costs. Tl~is is particularly the case in analysis of tra}~sportation programs because of the inability to measure adequately the o~~erall effects of transportation programs on outer areas of concern, such as land use patterl~s. Location of economic
artiviFies. so~:ial relationships. and pr~blic.services, and t1~e required fortis o}1 transportation
as a uniquely identified good ~vittlo«t regard to its function relati~-e to other activities and
services.
AlthouJ~ ingenious methods have been devised to attach dollar values to particular
effects, suds as tra~~el time-savings, the values which are chosen are of necessity averages and
it must be assumed that even ir~di~~idual affected attaches the same ~~alue to the variable.
to practice. it is well kno~v~~ that this is nat the case. Clearly. some indi~•idaals would ~~aliie
their time ven• hiJily ai d tra~~el tit~~e-sa~~in~s effected by~ transit a-ould be worth a great deal.
They „~oulc~, tie assume. be ~~rillit~~_ to pay a certain amount to sa~-e a certain amo~Ent of time
in tra~~ei. any# thz t}se of air tra~~el by businessmen is some indication of the importance of
time to tlie~n. On the otter hand.-time is ~~~ort}t less to others and its value to anyone ~~~ill
aepen~i on tt~e particullr acti~~it~~ iri ~vkiicli lie is engaged at any partic~itar time. ~~~en if it
~~~ere }possible to ~isag_re~_ate effects on differe»t peopte and to attach different ~~alues to
somet~ii~~_ life time based on it~comzs or ~vaae te~els. this wou}d rec~i~ire the implicit ~•alue
jud,
=ment that one person's tirne is ~~~ortt~ ~norz than another person's time. ~Vhether.st~ch a
judgr~ient should .lie made [~~• decision makers as a matter of pttb}ic policy i~ the choice of a
transportation system is ~ttitiious. si~~ee that judgment expresses a conclusio}i at~out the social
~roc~ucti~~ity of different citizens' time or at minimum an accepta~tce of current patterns of
job a~la incur„e aistFivutior~.
g~yotFd this fheoreticat level. t}~ere are even more serio~is ~rractica} pFObletns of c-aluatiQn
facing cost-benefit ana}ysis. 1~~tiat is gei~rally required. i~ all benefits az~d alI costs are to tie
taken into account. are asstunptions regarding the benefit-cost ratios involved in other
projects, acti~~ities, a~~d decisions ~ti~liicli will be influenced by the particular transportation
derision. For example, a rapid transit system to Las Angeles may tie desisned and expected

to enhance the possibilities for rene~ti~al acid rede~~elopment of central city areas which have
been abando~~ed in favor of outlt•ina areas. Assuming that ~i~e can predict that such rene«~al
~vitf occur an~i in particular atnowits, the question arises as to ho~v to ~-alue such an impact.
If one believes that rene~~•al of sticll areas is itself economically or socially beneficial, then
there is a be~ietrt and it mint be measured and valued somehow. However, otie may not
belie~~e that such an impact will be beneficial in tens of the o~~erall metropolitan econom~~.
To resol~•e the question «~ould in fact require an analysis of the benefits and costs associated
with different locatiorial patterns in the entire metropolitan economy and of t11e impacts of
those patterns on the functioning of that econom}~, a task that is clearly be}~ond current
anal}~tical ~a~~abilities. This Ieads to the tracing problem discussed Uelow.
1~
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As another exam{~Ic, assume that it is known ti~at a particular projrct will increase the
number ofjobs available anei that ti~cre will be 11 I1Ct 1'CCIIlCt1011 I11 LIT1G11})IOy1llGlt. I IO~V IIOP,S

one value the reclucecl unemployment? A comt»on approach is to ~letenninc the net savings
in welfare or unemployment compensation ~~ayments. Howevrr, these payments only
rcpres~nt the value wl~ic;h society has cletennincd a man's ~~nE~ro~lurtive time to he worth;
they do not represe»t the value which he attaches to his time or the effects of unemployment
on leis ability to feed liis family and engage i~l a satisfying life.
lip the case of ottzer impacts, such as the disruptio~~ of a community causcct ley frcrway
or transit construction, causing incr~ascd traffic congestion, perhaE~s the loss of o~~en s~~ace,
or the creation of a ~~hysical and social barrier between elifferent areas, there are no acce~~tati(c
means to attach a valtae to the effects.
Normally, in our system of government, the valuation of different actions is ~~rrformed
by voters anci their reE~resentatives as a political act. The political decision substiti~trs in rollective decision making for the individual market decision to buy or not to buy. To the
extent that benefit-cost analysis attempts to arrive at a "technical" assignment and aggre~*ation of values to discrete effects, it bypasses political decision making as the acreptrcl method
of arbitrating among competing values.
d.

Problems of Tracing

Already mentioned in other contexts is the problem of where to draw the line in costbenef tanalysis. Such analysis takes place in an institutional and economic context which is
essentially open-ended..There are no boundaries which provide given limits for the analysis.
This is seen in the definitional problems associated with choosing the relevant poi~ulation
for which to identify be~le~ts and costs, and in the problem of valuation where assum~~tions
must be made as to the overall character of expected seco~~dary effects. It is also a ~iroblem
of measurement since the more indirect an effect, the more difficult it is to measure.
The decision about where to terminate analysis of benefits and costs is essentially
arbitrary. Assumptions must be made on the basis of establisliecl policy, personal vak~e
judgments, institutional constraints, and technical limits an the degree to which analysis
can be conducted. Generally, if a proposed rapid transit system is likely to promote successful conclusion of an ongoing or planned urban renewal project, the analyst does not
investigate the benefits or costs of the urban renewal project. He simply accepts the project
as having some net benefit. This means that he stops tracing thraugh costs and benefits at
that point. Similarly, a transit system may save tourists to an area time and money during
their vacation. These savings are usually not included because of the difficulty of measuring
them. If they were measurable, one might attempt to determine the degree to which those
savings would cause a channeling of more money into the purchase of local goods and
services and then the extent to which that would increase local employment. Or one might
attempt to determine the degree to which such savings would permit that individual to take
longer vacations. The effects could be traced indefinitely if adequate knowledge were
available. Since it is not, the tracing process must stop at some point.
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Of critical concern in the evah~ation of projects such as rapid transit is that fact that
many of the effects will occur over a long period of time, are Iikely to be very sti6tle. and
will not ~e encountered in an analysis of direct effects. They are usually termed secondary
effects ai d they present the Greatest measurement and identification problems. However, if
the secondar}r effects are likely to be more important in the end than the direct effects, then
the inability to trace the secondary effects is a significant weakness of the analysis and may
well produce inaccurate results reQardir~U the costs and Uenefits of the project. Transportatio2? projects are particularly Qood examples of the tykes of projecis which may lave
secondar}~ costs and benefrts more significant than the direct effects. On the basis of
economic theory. the second-round effects over a long period of time of tra~~spo~tation
investments an land use patterns may well be identified in general. Yet they are not easily
traced in cost-betlefit a~lalysis because of inadequacies of methodology in economic a~ld
social a~~al~rsis. That freeway constn~ctio~i in the Los Angeles area has had substantial
effects o}~ patterns of land use and environrrtental conditions seems undeniable. ~~'hetrler
stEC}~ effects can even today be measured and ~~al~ied is questionable.
e.

Problems of Uncertainty

A problem common not only to cost-benefit analysis b~~t also ro alt policy rnaki~~~ is
uncertaint~~ regarding the future. particularly ~+pith respect to those factors ~a•hich interact
~vit~i policy decisions in one field to produce certain o~~tcomes. In transportation planning_
the types of uncertainties which tend to recei~~e the most treatment involve possihl~ technological changes in transportation system developments. Often. ho~ti~ever, fhe concern ~vitli
preman~re con~mitmeni to a particular s}~stem or mode choice on _rounds of expzcted
tectu~oloRiral ad~•anres is trans}ated into nothing more thal~ a fear of action an~i a eon~n~itment to the status quo. Altha~iJ~ te~:hnolo~~icat Ureakthrou~}~s are almost always antici{gated:
histor~~ seems to indicate that, at }east in the case of ground tr~insporFation. the}• are fe~v and
far b~t~~~een and lessean be expected tl~a►i ~v~~s once thouJ~L However. to the extent that
cost-benefit ana}~~sis must make asst~rnptio~is about a lase situation for comparative ~ur}~oses.
~u~rertaint~~ regarding techr~oto~icai rl~an~es presents a serious technical problem. For
example, if oite assumes that a solution ~vitl be found to the polluting qualities of the internal
combustion engine, vastly different res,ilts ma}' occur in acost-benefit analysis for transit
than if one assumes tl~ai no solE~tion will t~~ fortl~comin~~.
Perhaps even more difficult an~i more pervasive are uncertainties regarding cltan_es in
the social economic, ancf institutio~~al environments which shape transportation de~na»ds and
res~~onses to them. In the Late 1940s few could have predicted that the primary i~~~petus for
constriction of a massive, national hi~_h~ti~ay network would have arisen out of a concern for
national defense and a "rolel ~var" which shaped decis;ons to funne} massive amounts of
funds into that network. The institutional environment had changed anti a particular "actor"
in that environ►nent —the federal ~>o~~ernment — rhangecl the entire scope of transportation
s~~stem evaluation an~i ultimately the nature of tra~~el patterns. If rapid transif projects had
been e~~aluate~l bet~ore those decisions in teens of their benefits. the conclusions would
certainly not have taken acco~ult of the benefits associated with transit or hi~Jiway rontributions to national defense. Yet national defense benefits were implicitly a primary benefit
attributed to freeway construction.
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Cost-benefit analysis requires predictions to be made about a host of future factors
which are unknown: probable work patterns, including staggering of-work hours and the
four-day or three-day week; attitudes toward time spent in commuting and residential
location preferences; levels of employment or unemployment; prices of gasoline and electricity and available supplies; probability of major earthquakes or other natural disasters;
and demographic variables: Of particular concern is uncertainty with regard to population
and economic growth because of the history of inaccurate predictions. At present, projeotions of future population growth are based on very recent, and atypical, trends'in birth
rates in the United States. Not-more than two years ago, population projections indicated
potential increases in the SCAG region's population of almost four million people by 1990.
Today, the estimate is 2.7 million. In fact, there is little certainty as to the increases which
are likely to occur over the next 20 years. On the other hand, decisions must be made about
transit systems or parts of them to be operational from 5-15 years from now. Estimating the
benefits of a project renuires assumptions regarding the changes to occur in the economy, in
population, and iil various institutional factors affecting the impact of the project on travel
dema~~d satisfaction and on land use patterns, with little certainty as to the nature of the
environment within which the transit system will ire functioning in the future.
2.

Policy Problems-Associated with Cost-Benefit Analysis

The various fecllnical difficulties explored above suggest serious policy implicatio►ls
associated with the concept of cost-benefit analysis as it can actually Ue applied. Ill
effect, such an approach assumes that technical methods are availaUle to evaluate complex
trade-offs and distributions o#~ costs and Uenefits among various individuals, groups, a~ld
governments. This assumption is implied in the attempt to obtain measurable values in commorl terms for each effect and to aggregate differing effects on individuals and groups into a
net "community" benefit or cost expressed in dollar values. Such an approach raises serio~is
questions regarding its value in assisting those who-must make the decision. Some of the
additional policy-related problems are discussed below.
a.

Failure to Consider Aitertiatives

Because cost-benefit analysis is so time-consuming and so expensive, the conve~itio►Ial
approach is to analyze a particular proposal without regard to other alternatives and to
specify absolute, rattier than r•elatii~e, benefits and costs. Normally, the base used implicitly
for purposes of measuring change is the status-quo. Sometimes it is an assumed future. Tlltis,
this type of analysis inevitably leads to conclusions regarding the benefits and costs of a
particular project without regard to the possiUle venefits and costs of all other alternative
projects or situations atld without regard to the opportunity costs or benefits associated
with not undertaking the project.
From the point of view of policy making, tflis is a serious defect in cost-benefit analysis
and generally means that such analysis does not contribute anything to knowledge regarding
a project's worth if alternatives have already been analyzed in terms of their relative ability
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to achie~~e certain desired effects 1 benefits) and to minimize undesired effects(costs). This
is the case. for instance. where an elaborate a~ld sophisticated pIanninQ process has been
uti}izeci in arri~~in~ at the choice of a rapid transit program, as is the case in Las Angeles. T}ie
l~lait~lin~_ ~~roc~ss leas itself im~olved a comparative e~~aluation of the relati~~e costs and Uenefits
of aiternati~-e solutions to a particular problem and atternati~~e means of achieving certain
~_oals. If this process leas been conducted conscienttously~ and expertly, the final choice of a
~~roject is a result of an implicit relati~~e cost-benefit anatysis ~vliich has in~•olved prior analysis
ot~ mass}~ alternatives. To t►?e e~teiii that coin~entional cost-benefit anal}~sis is then applied
sim}~1~~ to estimate the absolute effects of the project. ii contributes far less to understanding
of the choices a~~ailable and their relati~~e desiraUility than the original analysis ~vhicll resulted
in the choice. Since, indeed, it goes ~~ot consider alternatives. it is far less illuminating and
~-irtualt~~ ~~~orthless to the serious eiecision maker concerned with choosins the best alternative
a~~ailabl~ to meet a need. Ai its best. it simpl}~ indicates the likely effects of his choice
~~•ithoi~t r~~_ar~! to the other alternati~~es which were or are available. Suc11 an exercise is
hardly useful in mal:in~ decisions thouJi it miJit be used for certain limited purposes (such
as i~}entif~~in~_ means of recouping special benefits for overall public gains or i~ taking
acl~~anta~=e of etpected impacts throtigll other public policy decisional.
b.

B~~~~assin~~ t}ie Citizens' an~i the Decision Makers' Role ~n Establisllin~ Values

To the extent that cost-bznet7t vial}psis succeeds technically in defining and ~~aluin~
hEn~ tits an t roars. it eftecti~•ei~~ ero~]es the Fole of incii~•idual ~~oters and their representati~~es
in makin,_ tll~ir a~~'13 value ju~3=menu as to what is food or bad ~vi~h respect to a particular
j~ro~~ct. Thy analysis is b~~ its nature e~~alliati~~e since it invoh~es classification of expected
~f1«ts into benefits anal ~ost~ ~n~I as~i~*nment of ~•alues to both according to a common
~ncasurem~nt ;~-;tem. This. it ~on~i;ts e sentialt}~ in an attempt to pacl:a~_e all effects into a
~t}la} ~onrlu~ion a~ to the ~~o~itic~ or ne~_ati~~E qualitt- of the project. .~~pe~ts of cost-benefit
a}~:►I~~;is in~oh~ ~~a~itc ju~1~_m~nt, h~~ the ana}~~st urhiel~ may f,e at o~icls ~ti~it}i ~~al~ie jud~me~~ts
~rhi~ir ~i~o«l~ [~~ mach 1,~~ .~It or ,~em~nts of the E~articular comm~mlty or communities for
~~-t~irh tie projc~t is ~~ropos~a.
Tli~ ~~ur{~os~ of su~}~ anal~~si; should lie to assist ~itiz~ns and po}iry makers in assi~nin~
it
the o~vn ~~a}ucs to the im~~acts of a }~rojcct_ thereh~~ setting_ their o~~•n ;oals af~d policies as
t~ the ~lrsire~t c~ualitie, of t}teir conul~w~ities. While post-benefit analysts can attempt to
inrc~rE~orat~ tl~e~e ~~altie~ itlto the anal~~;is C7)' I~;1SII1S III classification of costs and benefits
on aaoE~tc~1 ~~oli~ies anal ~soals for a ~ommunit}~, there wi11 remain substantia} disagreements
t~'cil \\'tiI1111 Ills: roitimunit~ a, to tl<< meaning ot~ a particular _oal or polio}~ statement in any
~~articiilar instance. For esam~~le. «~hile there ma}~ lie general agreement on the desirability
of con~entratin~_ future gro«~tli i~T Lo, An~~eles in established centers, there is probably not
}~~t a;~re~ment on the allocation to each ana the ~le,_ree to ~~~hirh e~cistin;; land uses should be
~i~ni~~t~tt in ~~ur~iiance of that ,_oal. Thu;, at the inai~~i~ual lei~el, some residents may fa~~or
the _~en~ral ~on~e{~t of increasin~z ~1cn~ities at particular locations and yet oppose the same
~~oli<<~ iCa~~~~lie~l ~~~h~r~ the~~ li~~. .-~lthou~.,li these issues must b~ and are dealt with at the
E~olitiral lc~~el, the~~ cannot be dealt ~~~ith t~~hni~all~~ in cost-h~nefit anal~~;ii, nor should the}'.
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By its nature, cost-benefit analysis must also use common values for application to
different people, despite the fact that different people will have different perceptio~ls
regarding the importance of a particular benefit or a particular cost. Reconciliation of these
conflicts and differences can only be accomplished in the political arena and not by technical
means which assume the absence of such conflicts. There is simply no means ~y which to
determine each individual's benefit or to aggregate those benefits for an entire com~i~~u~ity.
The same may ve said as to indirect costs.
c.

The Fallacy of the Net Benefit and Net Cost Approach

Conventional cost-benefit analysis generally arrives at either an estimate of the benefitto-cost ratio or identification of the net benefits or costs- in dollar terms.
In the first case, a ratio is shown in order to avoid the difficult proposition that there is
actually an identifiaUle net dollar effect. In the second this additional leap is made. In
actuality, the two are only variations on a similar theme: each proposes to indicate an
aggregate relationship between benefits and costs which is expected to leave some social or
economic significance. If the benefit-cost ratio exceeds 1.1 to 1.0 or if the feet effect is
positive, then it is assumed that the project is desirable.
The effect o~ this empt;asis on aggregatio~l of differential effects is to obscure the
probaUly more si~,ni~cant impacts on discrete individuals and groups. Underlying the
approach is an assumption that someone's loss can be valuecl against someone else's gain anct
if those who gain, gain more than those who pay, then the project is desirable. This
a~3proacll is not accepted in either the theory of welfare econo~~lics or in democratic political
theory. Tlie danger of the approach is that the discrete iulderlyin~~ effects on different groups
and individuals may Ue ignored and therevy exacerbated. This is particularly critical if those
who stand to bear a rost are much less well off than those who stand to reap a gain from a
particular project, which is a stro►lb pOSSlUI~it}~ 111 CIlOOS1Ilg ~1I11011~T alteCIldtlVe tl'aI1S()O1'tatlOil
projects.
Generally, it seems wiser to do the vest possit~le job at estimating impacts and evaluating
alternatives and Tet elected represetltatives and citiiens who have varying interests and will
be affected differently indicate how they feel about and value the prospective changes. In
this way trade-offs call be made which tend to even out the distribution of gains and losses.
Tlie ~iiisleaciing character of conventio~lal cost-benefit analysis is to suggest that there is some
mechanism wtiic}i provides for the tra»sfer of benefits and costs among persons so as to
arrive at a net social benefit. Tllis is in fact not the case, except through political bargaining.
d.

The Role of the 1~ecision-Making Body and the Central Role of Policy

Comprehensive cost-be~lefit a~lalysis would deal with the effects of any proposed action
and its assigned value on all those wllo may benefit from it or bear its costs. Thus, as indicated above in ttie discussion of problems of definition, ideally acost-benefit analysis of a
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rapid transit program. in Los Angeles, if a program is to be financed in part by the federal
govenlment, should address the question of the costs and benefits of the program to the
entire population of the United States. Since this is obviously impractical as a technical
matter and useless from the viewpoint of local policy makers, it is never done. As a result,
no cost-benefit analysis performed for the purposes of informing the decisions of local
officials can provide useful instruction for federal officials in the matter of whether or not
to commit federal funds to the project. They might as well accept the decisions of local
policy makers t}iat the proposed program is the proper and desired approach for the area.
In addition, every governing body or set of decision makers necessarily operates within
substantial constraints with respect to the kinds of action it can effect and the territory within
which those effects can be realized. This obviously leads to potential conflicts with other
jurisdictions and other governing bodies in some cases. Cost-benefit analysis has to Ue undertaken at some scale and has to include a definition of the relevant area and population
affected; the rest of the world is automatically excluded. For the policy makers there is no
other alternative, for this is the universe in which they are assigned responsibilities to act and
they must decide as Uest they can. As a result, the cost-benefit analysis will be shaped in
terms of the values and goals of that particLllar universe, to the extent it is shaped by any
goals or values other than those of the analysts. The effect of the analysis therefore will
generally lie to elaborate upon the rationale for a choice by those decision makers rather than
to provide wholly new information for their use. When this is the case, it provides no substantial guidance to those who m~~st make the decision.
It has become increasingly apparent in modern planning and public policy formulation
that established objectives and policies should be the bases for public investment decisions.
Alternatives must be weighed in terms of their ability to achieve an adopted set of policies,
whether they relate to reduction of unemployment, increased mobility, enhancement of
environmental quality, stabilization of social structures, promotion of reduction of growth,
or centralization or decentralization of jobs.
Projects in any particular field —such as transportation —must be weighed and evaluated
in terms of their contribution to a coherent set of overall policies for an area. Cost-benefit
analysis, in its conventional forTn, provides little assistance in undertaking this evaluative
process, although versions of cost-effectiveness analysis may. Generally, the technical support
required is to determine, to the degree possible, how a particular action or project may or may
not contribute to the attainment of given objectives. This can be achieved through impact
analysis, applied to several alternatives, and such analysis is generally embodied ii1 the very
kind of planning process which leads to the identification of a "project."
Conventional cost-benefit analysis may divert attention from the proper conduct of
such a planning process and the appropriate methods by which desirable actions are identified in furtherance of such policies, by focusing attention on methods of analysis and techniques of quantification rather than on policy formulation.
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